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Controlling a Telesope Chopping Seondary Mirror Assembly
Using a Signal Deonvolution Tehnique
Martin Houde, Lynn C. Holt, Hiroshige Yoshida, and Patrik M. Nelson
Calteh Submillimeter Observatory, 111 Nowelo Street, Hilo, HI 96720
Abstrat
We desribe a tehnique for improving the response of a telesope hopping seondary mirror
assembly by using a signal proessing method based on the Luy deonvolution tehnique. This
tehnique is general and ould be used for any systems, linear or non-linear, where the transfer
funtion(s) an be measured with suient preision. We demonstrate how the method was imple-
mented and show results obtained at the Calteh Submillimeter Observatory using dierent hop
throw amplitudes and frequenies. No intervention from the telesope user is needed besides the
seletion of the hop throw amplitude and frequeny. All the alulations are done automatially
one the appropriate ommand is issued from the user interfae of the observatory's main omputer.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Chopping sans are widely used in radioastronomy as they provide an eient way to
redue the adverse eets that any instabilities present either in the sky signal or some
telesope equipment an have on the detetion of weak signals. A hopping san is dened
as a mode of observation where the telesope's seondary mirror is rotated bak and forth
through some angle and where the signals from both end positions are integrated separately
and subtrated from eah other. This mode is to be ompared with the so-alled ON-OFF
position (beam swithing) san where the telesope atually moves bak and forth from one
end position to the other. Beause of the muh greater speed at whih the seondary mirror
an move ompared to the telesope, the signal subtration happens muh faster and thus an
inrease in the ability to detet weak signals. By moving or hopping the seondary mirror
even at a relatively low frequeny (e.g., 1 Hz) one an obtain a signiant improvement in
baseline quality when ompared to a typial beam swith. In what will follow, the seondary
mirror displaements are in units of arseonds as measured on the sky.
At the Calteh Submillimeter Observatory (CSO) a hopping seondary mirror assembly
was installed in 1994 and has sine been used both for heterodyne reeivers and bolometer
ameras (e.g., SHARC and HERTZ) observations. It is omposed, in part, of a arbon
ber mirror mounted on a DC brushless motor along with a system of ounterweights whih
greatly redues the amount of vibration noise transmitted to the observatory's reeivers
or ameras. The huge advantage that this vibration suppression tehnique brings, for the
detetion of weak signals omes, however, at the ost of an inrease in the inertia of the
hopper assembly whih auses a redution in the speed and an inrease in the settling time
in the response of the system.
We show in Figure 1 a blok diagram of the hopping seondary system as it has been
used sine its installation at the CSO. One the user of the telesope has seleted a hop
throw amplitude (in arseonds) and frequeny, a square wave is sent to the input of a typial
Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) eletroni ontroller [1℄ where it is ompared to the
position signal of the mirror (obtained through a Linear Variable Dierential Transformer or
LVDT). The proessed error signal is then sent to a power amplier whih feeds the motor
and thus ontinuously re-positions the mirror while the PID ontroller ats to minimize the
error signal.
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Beause of the relatively slow response of the hopper assembly, and the non-linearities
inherent to the system (see setion IV), the parameters of the PID ontroller annot be
held xed at a given set of values but have to be adjusted by the user of the telesope for
dierent hop throw amplitudes and frequenies. Although this does not present a problem
in priniple it has been the experiene that the tuning of the ontroller's parameters an
sometimes be a time onsuming eort that redues the eieny of the observatory. Also,
sine, as will be shown later, the response time of the assembly is of the order of the
hopping period (or more) it is often quite diult to nd the appropriate set of parameters
that will give optimum results. Too often, the outome of suh exerise is a redution in the
performane of the hopping assembly; both in its settling time and positioning auray.
In the following setions of this paper we will demonstrate how a signal proessing method
based on the Luy deonvolution tehnique [2℄ was implemented at the CSO to solve this
problem and provide a system that requires no intervention from the telesope user, while
keeping hardware hanges to a minimum. We will start in the next setion with a brief
exposition of the set of equations that govern the Luy deonvolution tehnique followed by a
presentation of the new hopping seondary assembly (setion III). We will nish by showing
how the deonvolution tehnique was implemented, along with the needed modiations, and
by presenting some results obtained so far.
II. LUCY'S DECONVOLUTION TECHNIQUE
An iterative method for signal deonvolution based on the Bayes rule for onditional
probabilities was introdued by Luy [2℄ and has been suessfully used in astronomy for the
proessing and extration of preise photometri information from originally blurred images
taken under average seeing onditions (see for example Houde & Raine [3℄).
Limiting ourselves to a one-dimensional problem, the set of equations governing Luy's
tehnique is relatively simple. Denoting by r (t) and s (t) the input and output signals of a
linear system, respetively, we know that they are related to eah other through the transfer
funtion h (t) of this same system by the following onvolution integral
s (t) =
∫
r (τ) h (t− τ) dτ, (1)
where the limits of integration in equation (1), and in all of the integrals that will follow,
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are from −∞ to +∞.
The goal of a deonvolution tehnique is to invert equation (1) and express r (τ) as a
funtion of s (t) using a new funtion g (τ − t) as follows
r (τ) =
∫
s (t) g (τ − t) dt. (2)
Luy's idea was to liken the (reversed) time shifted transfer funtion h (t− τ) to a Bayes
density funtion of onditional probability. In doing so, the new funtion g (τ − t) an be
interpreted as a new density funtion and readily determined using the Bayes rule by [4℄
g (τ − t) =
r (τ) h (t− τ)
s (t)
, (3)
or alternatively
g (τ − t) =
r (τ) h (t− τ)∫
r (λ)h (t− λ) dλ
.
Evidently, it is impossible to diretly determine g (τ − t) with equation (3) sine it is
expressed as a funtion of r (τ) whih is the unknown that we are trying to evaluate. But
the form of equations (1), (2) and (3) suggests a simple iterative method that an be used
to solve the problem.
If we supply an initial guess r0 (τ) for r (τ) and insert it in equation (1), we nd a
rst approximate solution s0 (t) to s (t). We then in turn insert s0 (t) along with r0 (τ) in
equation (3) to get an approximation g0 (τ − t) for g (τ − t). Finally, g0 (τ − t) is used in
equation (2) to get a new funtion r1 (τ), and so on. This proess an be repeated as often
as desired or until onvergene is attained.
The nal set of equations that dene this iterative algorithm an then be written as
follows
si (t) =
∫
ri (τ) h (t− τ) dτ (4)
ri+1 (τ) = ri (τ)
∫
s (t)
si (t)
h (t− τ) dt. (5)
for i = 0, 1, 2, ...
Finally, two omments to end this setion:
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• the appliability of the solution to the problem given by equations (4) and (5) is
based on the implied assumption that the transfer funtion of the system h (t) an
be measured independently or is known a priori. This is true for the problem of the
hopping seondary that will be addressed starting in the next setion
• it will be noted that the integral in equation (5) is atually a orrelation. It follows
that the algorithm ditated by the nal set of equations an easily be programmed
(i.e., omputer oded) using subroutines based on the so-alled Fast-Fourier-Transform
(FFT) methods for onvolution and orrelation integrals. This is what we have done
in the implementation of our tehnique where we have used Fortran routines presented
by Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling & Flannery [5℄.
III. THE NEW CSO CHOPPING SECONDARY MIRROR ASSEMBLY
In a simple implementation of equations (4) and (5) one needs a way to generate an input
signal to be applied to a given system, measure the output of the system when subjeted to
this input and nally evaluate the transfer funtion of the system. In order to aomplish
this with our hopping seondary system we modied our assembly from that of Figure 1 to
that of Figure 2. We have replaed the square wave generator of our original system by a
Real Time Linux (RT Linux) omputer whih is equipped with the neessary input/output
devies (i.e., Analog-to-Digital and Digital-to-Analog onverters) to ahieve these tasks.
The RT Linux omputer also serves as host to the program that performs the neessary
alulations and measurements that will allow for the determination of the optimum input
to the hopper assembly.
Ideally the sequene of operations would go like this
1. Calibration of the system: signals of onstant level are sent to the input of the as-
sembly and the orresponding output levels are measured. In this manner, the gain
and oset of the system are determined and applied to all subsequent input/output
operations.
2. Evaluation of the transfer funtion: this is done by sending a step input signal of a given
amplitude to the hopper assembly and alulating the normalized time derivative of
the orresponding output signal. This is a very simple way to evaluate a transfer
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funtion sine the onvolution of an arbitrary funtion with a unit step funtion is
equivalent to the primitive of the original funtion. This is the tehnique we use
although it should be noted that we also smooth the resulting time derivative with a
Savitzky-Golay lter [5℄ to redue the impat of noise in the appliation of the Luy
deonvolution tehnique. We will show some examples of measured transfer funtions
in the next setion.
3. Determination of the desired or targeted output signal s (t).
4. Determination of the optimum input signal: to do so one would i) hoose an arbitrary
waveform as a hypothetial input of the assembly (r0 (τ) in equations (4) and (5)),
ii) alulate the orresponding output response s0 (t) of the system using equation (4)
and iii) alulate a new input r1 (τ) using equation (5). Repeat ii) and iii) (using
ri (τ) and si (t), with i = 1, 2, ..., instead of r0 (τ) and s0 (t)) until onvergene to the
best input rf (τ) signal is attained.
5. Finally, rf (τ) is applied to the input of the assembly to produe the output sf (t) that
most resemble the desired output s (t).
We have tested this tehnique on simple linear systems (e.g., eletrial RC lters) with
very good results. However, when applied to our hopping seondary mirror assembly the
tehnique did not work in general. It was determined that the non-linearities in the system's
response were the ause of this failure and fored us to bring some hanges to the algorithm
disussed here.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHOD
A. Non-linearities
Sine we have a DC motor as one of the main omponents of the hopper assembly, it is
not surprising that the system should inlude some non-linearities in its response. As one
should expet, the magneti ore of the motor is inherently non-linear as it will experiene
dierent amounts of saturation depending on the amplitude of the exitation it is subjeted
to. That is to say that the transfer funtion of the system hanges with the input signal and
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that the system reats dierently to dierent hop throw amplitudes. Moreover, it is also the
ase that the sign of hop throw will aet the shape of the transfer funtion. Simply stated,
the system has hysteresis and, therefore, does not go up the same way it goes down.
This will be made lear with the results presented in Figure 3. In this gure we an see
the eet that the non-linearities have on the transfer funtion of the system. The transfer
funtions shown were measured using the method disussed earlier using rising (up) and
falling (down) step funtions (90 arseonds in amplitude) at two dierent rest positions
(0 and 180 arseonds for the top and bottom graphs, respetively).
From this it is lear why the algorithm dened by equations (4) and (5) would be doomed
to failure. The same two equations an, however, be easily adapted to the problem at hand
and make it possible to use the Luy deonvolution method (albeit somewhat modied) for
this kind of non-linear system.
B. Modiations to the Luy Deonvolution Method
As was mentioned in the last setion, the fat there does not exist a single transfer
funtion that denes the system does not imply that we annot use the Luy deonvolution
tehnique to ahieve our goal, but we must aknowledge the existene of a family of transfer
funtions that are dependent on the input signal to the system. That is to say, we should
replae h (t) by h (t; r), the aforementioned dependene on the input signal r (t) now being
made expliit. In pratie this means that we now have to measure the transfer funtions
of the system along a suiently rened two-dimensional grid of dierent step amplitudes
(positive and negative) and rest positions. Four examples of suh measurements were shown
in Figure 3. For the results that will be presented later in this setion, we have used a
grid where the step amplitude ranges from −240 to 240 arseonds with a resolution of 30
arseonds and the rest position spans a similar domain with half the resolution (i.e., 60
arseonds). It should be noted that this measurement of the transfer funtions requires a
fair amount of time (as muh as 15 to 20 minutes for the grid dened above). But, on the
other hand, it needs to be done only one and does not have to be repeated for dierent
hop throw amplitudes and frequenies.
Another important thing to realize is that, ontrary to instanes where one uses the
Luy tehnique to deonvolve astronomial images [3℄, we are here free to use the system
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to measure its response to any given input signal and not fored to alulate it through
equation (4). This means that the original set of equations (4) and (5) an be redued to
only one equation, namely
ri+1 (τ) = ri (τ)
∫
s (t)
si (t)
h (t− τ ; ri) dt. (6)
With these modiations, the sequene of operations dened in setion III now beomes
1. Calibration of the system: signals of onstant level are sent to the input of the as-
sembly and the orresponding output levels are measured. In this manner, the gain
and oset of the system are determined and applied to all subsequent input/output
operations.
2. Evaluation of the transfer funtions: a set of step input signals of diering amplitudes
and rest positions are sequentially sent to the hopper assembly and the transfer fun-
tions are measured by alulating the normalized time derivative of the orresponding
output signals. A Savitzky-Golay lter [5℄ is applied to the funtions to redue the
impat of noise on the deonvolution.
3. Determination of the desired or targeted output signal s (t).
4. Determination of the optimum input signal: to do so one would i) send an arbitrary
wave form r0 (τ) to the input to the assembly, ii) measure the orresponding output
response s0 (t) of the system and iii) use equation (6) to determine a new input signal
r1 (τ). Repeat i), ii) and iii) (using ri (τ) and si (t), with i = 1, 2, ..., instead of r0 (τ)
and s0 (t)) until onvergene to the best input rf (τ) signal is attained.
5. Finally, rf (τ) is applied to the input of the assembly to produe the output sf (t) that
most resemble the desired output s (t).
We have applied this tehnique to our hopping seondary mirror assembly at the CSO
with suess. We show typial results in Figures 4 and 5 for hop throws of 60 arseonds
and 300 arseonds, respetively, at a frequeny of 1 Hertz. For this, we hose the initial
input signal r0 (τ) to be a square wave with orresponding amplitudes and frequeny, the
system's response to this input is labeled unorreted output in the legends. The desired or
targeted output signals orresponding to s (t) (also shown on the graphs) in equation (6) in
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both ases rise (or fall) at the same rate of 3 arseonds per milliseond when not onstant.
A omparison of the unorreted output (s0 (t)) with the orreted output (sf (t)) shows
the power of this deonvolution method when applied to this type of problems. In both
ases the improvement is signiant. Furthermore, it would have been next to impossible to
guess whih form should the nal input signal rf (τ) (shown by the applied input urves in
the graphs) take to obtained the desired outome. The residual error signal is also plotted
in the bottom graph of eah gure. As an be seen, the RMS error alulated on atter
parts of the urves are in both ases small (≤ 1.1 arseond).
Referring to Figure 3 we see that the transfer funtion of the system settles down in about
0.5 seonds, whih is exatly equal to half of the period of the signals displayed in Figures
4 and 5. This means that the assembly would have just enough time to settle into steady
state during half of a yle when subjeted to a square wave of a frequeny of 1 Hertz. It
would be interesting to see how our tehnique fares when the period of the input signal is
redued to a value that is signiantly less than that the system's settling time. To test
this we have subjeted the hopper assembly to a signal of a frequeny of 4 Hz and tried to
obtained an output of 60 arseonds in amplitude. This is shown on Figure 6 where now the
targeted output rises and falls at a rate of 6 arseonds per milliseond when not onstant.
Although as ould be expeted the overall shape of the resulting output signal is somewhat
more rounded when ompared to the results shown in Figure 4, the improvement obtained
in going from the unorreted output to the nal output signal (i.e., orreted output on
the graph) is rather signiant. In fat, we an see from the bottom graph that for about
52% of a period the response is at most within a few arseonds from the desired position;
the RMS value of the error on that portion of the signal is 1.4 arseonds.
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Figure 1: The existing hopping seondary mirror assembly at the CSO. A square wave signal is
sent to the input of the PID ontroller and ompared with the mirror output position signal (from a
LVDT). The resulting proessed error signal is sent to a power amplier whih feeds the positioning
motor.
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Figure 2: The new hopping seondary ontroller. The new mirror assembly is the same as that of
Figure 1, but the input signal is now fed to the PID ontroller from a RT Linux omputer, whih
hosts the deonvolution program that determines the needed input signal.
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Figure 3: Eets of the non-linearities as seen through transfer funtions obtained with rising (up)
and falling (down) step funtions (90 arseonds in amplitude) at two dierent rest positions (0
and 180 arseonds for the top and bottom graphs, respetively).
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Figure 4: Results obtained with our deonvolution tehnique for a throw of 60 arseonds at a
frequeny of 1 Hz (top). The residual error signal is plotted in the bottom graph and its RMS value
(0.6 arseond) was alulated using data points loated between the vertial lines (on the atter
parts of the urve whih represent about 84% of a period).
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Figure 5: Results obtained with our deonvolution tehnique for a throw of 300 arseonds at a
frequeny of 1 Hz (top). The residual error signal is plotted in the bottom graph and its RMS value
(1.1 arseond) was alulated using data points loated between the vertial lines (on the atter
parts of the urve whih represent about 60% of a period).
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Figure 6: Results obtained with our deonvolution tehnique for a throw of 60 arseonds at a
frequeny of 4 Hz (top). The residual error signal is plotted in the bottom graph and its RMS value
(1.4 arseonds) was alulated using data points loated between the vertial lines (on the atter
parts of the urve whih represent about 52% of a period).
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hopping seondary mirror assembly at the CSO. A square wave
signal is sent to the input of the PID ontroller and ompared with the mirror output
position signal (from a LVDT). The resulting proessed error signal is sent to a power
amplier whih feeds the positioning motor.
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its RMS value (1.1 arseond) was al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urve whi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Figure 6: Results obtained with our deonvolution tehnique for a throw of 60 arseonds at
a frequeny of 4 Hz (top). The residual error signal is plotted in the bottom graph and its
RMS value (1.4 arseonds) was alulated using data points loated between the vertial
lines (on the atter parts of the urve whih represent about 52% of a period).
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